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ABSTRACT
Meridional velocity, mass, and heat transport in the equatorial oceans are difficult to estimate because of
the nonapplicability of the geostrophic balance. For this purpose a steady-state model is utilized in the
equatorial Indian Ocean using NCEP wind stress and temperature and salinity data from the World Ocean
Atlas 2005 (WOA05) and Argo. The results show a Somali Current flowing to the south during the winter
monsoon carrying 211.5 6 1.3 Sv (1 Sv [ 106 m3 s21) and 212.3 6 0.3 Sv from WOA05 and Argo, respectively. In the summer monsoon the Somali Current reverses to the north transporting 16.8 6 1.2 Sv and
19.8 6 0.6 Sv in the WOA05 and Argo results. Transitional periods are considered together and in consequence, there is not a clear Somali Current present in this period. Model results fit with in situ measurements
made around the region, although Argo data results are quite more realistic than WOA05 data results.

1. Introduction
The Indian Ocean has the greatest seasonal variability
of all oceans because of the influence of the winter and
summer monsoons. Both monsoons represent very different wind and ocean circulation conditions (Reppin
et al. 1999; Grumet et al. 2002; Tomczak and Godfrey
2003). The winter or northeast monsoon prevails during
the months of December to March (Schott et al. 1990;
Donguy and Meyers 1995; Grumet et al. 2002; Tomczak
and Godfrey 2003). During this period, the trade winds
of the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 1a) cover the northern Indian Ocean down to approximately 108S, generating the wind-driven southward Somali Current, which
constitutes the western boundary current of the Indian
Ocean (Reppin et al. 1999; Schott and McCreary 2001).
The interior flow is considered to flow northward during
this season (Levitus 1988; Schott and McCreary 2001).
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The summer or southwestern monsoon prevails during the months of June–September (Schott and McCreary
2001; Grumet et al. 2002; Tomczak and Godfrey 2003;
Shenoi et al. 2009). This monsoon is characterized by
strong southwesterly winds (Fig. 1c), which are considered
to be a northward incursion of the Southern Hemisphere
trade winds (Tomczak and Godfrey 2003). This strong
wind occupies the whole Indian Ocean, and the Somali
Current, because of its wind-driven character, and flows
northward (Reppin et al. 1999; Grumet et al. 2002). Over
the rest of the equatorial area, a southward transport is
found (Levitus 1988; Schott and McCreary 2001).
In between both monsoons, two transitional periods
occur. The first involves the months of April and May
and the second occurs in October and November (Reppin
et al. 1999; Murty et al. 2000; Schott and McCreary 2001;
Tomczak and Godfrey 2003; Shenoi et al. 2009). During
these periods the meridional component of the wind is
weak and the zonal component is strong (Hastenrath
and Lamb 2004). The first transitional period marks
the transition from the winter to the summer monsoon.
At this time the meridional, cross-equatorial flow is
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FIG. 1. Wind stress field during the (a) winter monsoon, (b) transitional periods, and
(c) summer monsoon.

dominated by the Somali Current, which is still flowing
southward (Donguy and Meyers 1995). The second
transitional period takes place between the summer
and winter monsoons. In these months, the Somali Current continues the northward summer monsoon flow,
carrying water across the equator (Donguy and Meyers
1995). In this study, we will refer as ‘‘season’’ each of the
monsoons and the transitional periods.
The oceanic regime in the Indian Ocean has given rise
to several studies that may be differentiated by area and/
or period (Duing et al. 1980; Leetmaa et al. 1980; Luyten
et al. 1980; Schott and Quadfasel 1982; Schott et al. 1990;
Donguy and Meyers 1995; Reppin et al. 1999; Murty
et al. 2000). Schott and McCreary (2001) present a review of the previous studies carried out in this ocean.
It is worth mentioning that the zonal current in the
equatorial Indian Ocean has been intensively studied
(Wyrtki 1973; Knox 1976; Reppin et al. 1999; Hastenrath
2000; Sengupta et al. 2007), however, studies of the crossequatorial flow in the Indian Ocean have been focused
on the western boundary Somali Current (Leetmaa et al.
1980; Duing et al. 1980; Leetmaa et al. 1982; Schott et al.
1990; Grumet et al. 2002). Most have been in situ studies
done with current meters and Lagrangian drifters at different periods, with the aim of studying the intensity and
the reversal of the Somali Current.
In the study of the cross-equatorial circulation, Joyce
(1988a,b) proposed that wind and dynamic height variations are associated with a dynamical balance, which

permits seasonal varying a cross-equatorial flow. This
idea was based on the Sverdrup (1947) study, which
suggested that the meridional pressure gradient Py could
be balanced by a functional of the meridional wind stress
t y. The resulting steady-state equations transform the
initial Navier–Stokes equations by expanding them into
a Taylor series at the equator. These equations take into
account the equatorial b plane, which considers the
Coriolis force as f 5 by, with b 5 fy at the equator and y
the meridional axis.
The equations proposed by Joyce (1988a) are the
following:
t yz 5 Py ,
x
x
2b~y 5 (t yz
2 t yxz )/r0 5 (t yz
2 Pxy )/r0 ,

~y 5 y(1 2 uyy /b) .

(1)
and

(2)
(3)

Equation (1) shows that the vertical variation of the
meridional wind stress t yz balances the meridional
pressure gradient Py. Equation (2) reflects the Sverdrup
balance with a surrogate meridional velocity ~y , and
Eq. (3) is just the relation between the meridional velocity y and the surrogate meridional velocity obtained by
(2). Here, Pxy is used to compute velocities and transport
from WOA05 and Argo data. These are linearized equations that consider uy 5 0 and wy 5 0 at the equator. This
means that the equator is an extremum in zonal and
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vertical velocities. Unique to the Indian Ocean, strong
zonal equatorial velocities occur during the transitional
periods called Wyrtki jets (Wyrtki 1973). During other
seasons, zonal currents decrease significantly to near
zero (Knox 1976). The extremum in vertical velocity is
more difficult to demonstrate because of the lack of in
situ studies. Several pieces of evidence have shown that,
in contrast to the other equatorial regimes, the upwelling at the equator in the Indian Ocean is absent and
therefore w 5 0 (Schott and McCreary 2001; Schott et al.
2002; Tomczak and Godfrey 2003; Diansky et al. 2006).
Following Eq. (3), the meridional velocity can be obtained by dividing the surrogate meridional velocity
by the factor (uyy/b). As already mentioned, during
the monsoons, the zonal velocity is weak and the term
(1 2 uyy/b) is not significantly different from one. During
the transitional periods, Wyrtki (1973) describes a zonal
equatorial jet with velocities higher than 50 cm s21, centered at the equator, with a length scale of 500 km and
centered at 80 m. At 908E, Masumoto et al. (2005)
shows a Wyrtki jets of .40 cm s21 and an undercurrent
of ;40 cm s21 centered at 200 m. Taking a Gaussian
profile for the zonal velocity, centered at the equator,
with an length scale of 250 km, and a maximum of
40 cm s21 at the equator, the factor uyy/b is 0.28. Then,
also during the transtional periods, the effect of the
term that modifies the meridional velocity y would be
of limited significance.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the Indian
Ocean cross-equatorial meridional velocity and transport of volume and heat per season using the above
quasi-steady wind-driven model proposed by Joyce
(1988a,b). For this purpose, we use wind stress from the
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)
reanalysis project, climatological data from the World
Ocean Atlas 2005 (WOA05) and Argo data. WOA05 is
used in two ways: as the first guess for analyzing objectively the Argo data and as basic hydrographic data.
Results using WOA05 and objectively analyzed Argo
data will be compared. After a presentation of data and
methods in section 2, we will describe the results in
section 3 attending to the confidence of the model and
the estimation of the meridional volume transport, meridional velocity, and the meridional heat transport.

2. Data and methods
Wind and Argo data for a 7-yr period (2003–09) and
climatological data from WOA05 are collected for the
geographic area between 44.58 and 968E. The westernmost and easternmost longitudes are imposed by the
slant of the Somali and Sumatra coasts. The latitude
range is 2.58 and 48 at both sides of the equator, for wind
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and hydrographic data, respectively. The average of
7 years of wind data avoids the strong interannual
variability found in the Indian equatorial ocean (Barnett
1983; Reverdin 1987). Because of the strong seasonal
variability in the equatorial Indian Ocean and following
the Joyce (1988b) seasonal study in the equatorial Atlantic Ocean, we have considered three different seasons
to carry out this study: winter monsoon (December–
March), summer monsoon (June–September), and transitional periods. Transitional periods are considered
together because there are not enough Argo profiles to
consider them separately.
The wind data come from the NCEP reanalysis project
from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (September 2010, http://www.esrl.noaa.
gov/psd/data/reanalysis/reanalysis.shtml). This project
produces new analyses of atmospheric conditions using
historical data. Wind velocity data were downloaded
every 2.58 of latitude and longitude per month and year.
These velocities were seasonally averaged. Wind stress
(Fig. 1) is calculated using the quadratic relationship
proposed by Large and Pond (1981).
Hydrographic data come from a climatology (WOA05,
http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/WOA05/pr_woa05.html)
and the Argo International Program. The Argo Project
(http://www.argo.net) consists of a fleet of more than
3000 profilers across the World Ocean. These profilers
drift at pressures of 1500 or 1000 dbar and every 10 days
they descend to 2000 dbar to measure salinity and
temperature at discrete levels in the way up to the surface were recorded data are telemeted (Roemmich et al.
2009).
All available good quality Argo data in the equatorial
Indian Ocean (68S–68N, 388–1058E) from January 2003
to March 2010 were downloaded in April 2010. Besides
the real-time quality control, and the delayed mode
quality control provide by the Argo data system (Argo
Data Management Team 2002), all data passed a more
stringent quality control procedure developed by VélezBelchı́ et al. (2010). This quality control includes visual
inspection of all the temperature and salinity profiles
used, and comparing them with their neighboring profiles by means of objective analysis. All floats with suspicious profiles either in temperature or salinity were
inspected individually. Those profiles from floats with
suspicious behavior, or on the Argo gray list (Argo Data
Management Team 2002), were excluded from the dataset. As a result, 7379 from an initial set of more than
12 000 profiles within the region of interest were used
(Fig. 2).
After the quality control procedure, the Argo data
are objectively interpolated onto a hypothetical zonal
and meridional ‘‘region’’ at the equator every 2.58 in
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FIG. 2. Distribution of Argo floats over the equatorial Indian Ocean in each season. Colors
represent the year of each profile.

longitude and latitude using optimal statistical interpolation. The seasonal climatological temperature
and salinity data from the WOA05 are used as a first
guess to ensure that the anomaly field (data minus climatology) is a stationary, zero-mean random function
of the location.
The parameters for the objective analysis are computed using the anomalies from the 7379 Argo profiles
(2651 for the winter monsoon, 2453 for the transitional
periods and 2275 for the summer monsoon) following
the technique described by Pedder (1993) and Gomis
and Pedder (2005), assuming a Gaussian correlation
model, and uncorrelated noise. The correlation scale for
the anomalies is 50 nautical miles (nm) and the noiseto-signal ratio is 2. Low-pass spatial filtering, with a
cutoff length scale of 200 nm, is carried out to filter out
unwanted length scales introduced by the Gaussian
correlation model, which have, in Fourier space, an infinitely long tail for small scales. Additionally, a sensitivity study was carried out modifying these parameters
within the uncertainty of the method. The results obtained did not significantly change.
The large amount of data and the 7-yr span of the
observations allow ocean noise, always present in single
hydrographic sections, to be greatly reduced. Noise is
defined as any unresolved scale, and in transoceanic
sections it is mainly attributed to eddies (Pedder 1993;
Gomis and Pedder 2005). In this sense, the synthetic

Argo section is less affected by eddy noise than the
hydrographic sections since this statistical approach
is designed to minimize the noise-to-signal ratio. The
methodology has been previously used by Fraile-Nuez
and Hernández-Guerra (2006) and Hernández-Guerra
et al. (2010), and was successfully validated against ship
based CTD hydrographic sections by Vélez-Belchı́ et al.
(2010). The latter authors also demonstrated the robustness of the method with respect to changes in the
climatology used for the first guess.
The error in each level of the synthetic temperature
and salinity Argo sections is estimated using a bootstrap
analysis (Efron and Tibshirani 1993). This method assumes that the data, the Argo measurements, at each
level (101 levels, from 10 to 2000 dbars following the
standard Argo levels) are considered just a sample
of a variable with unknown distribution of probability.
If this distribution was precisely known, mean values
and errors could be accurately calculated. The bootstrap method estimates this probability distribution by
resampling the horizontal distribution of data. If the
original record consists of N data values (positions and
temperature/salinity), a new sample is constructed by
selecting, in a random way, N data values allowing
repetition. The difference between the original data
distribution and the new sample is that some data values
are repeated in the second and, therefore, some original
data values are not included in the new sample. After the
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FIG. 3. (left) Temperature and (right) salinity vertical uncertainties for (top) WOA05 and
(bottom) Argo.

new sample is selected, objective analysis is applied in
the same way as to the original distribution of data. As
result, a set of 100 objective analyzed horizontal fields
of temperature and salinity at each level are obtained.
The difference between the original objective analyzed
horizontal field and the 100 samples gives the standard
error of the mean, an estimate of the reliability of analysis
and can be considered the error of the method used to
obtain the Argo synthetic sections. This uncertainty of
the temperature and salinity fields is shown in Fig. 3.
Similar results are obtained using 1000 simulations.
Once the uncertainty in the synthetic temperature and
salinity Argo sections is obtained from the objective analysis, an uncertainty in velocity, mass and heat transport is
estimated using a Monte Carlo method (Hammersley
and Handscomb 1975). For each level, a sample of 1000
values of xi (temperature and salinity) are simulated
in the range x 2 dx , xi , x 1 dx, x being the value
obtained from the objective analysis for each level and
dx its uncertainty according to Fig. 3. With these new
values, a sample of 1000 velocities, mass, and heat
transports are calculated and used to estimate their
uncertainties.
The WOA05 data are composed of the climatological
mean monthly salinity and temperature data from the
surface down to 1500 m and annual data from 1500 to

2000 m. Thus, WOA05 data are only used down to 1500 m
to estimate volume and heat transport, and meridional
velocity, in each season, from the quasi-steady model. In
Fig. 3 the standard error of the statistical mean downloaded from WOA05 is shown. WOA05 velocity, mass,
and heat transport uncertainty is estimated using a
Monte Carlo method as in the Argo data.
To evaluate the steady-state model, we compute meridional and zonal gradients. Meridional gradients are
calculated by least squares fits between 22.58 and 2.58.
When approaching the western boundary, and due to
the slant of the Somali coast, the meridional gradient is
reduced to the interval 21.58 to 1.58. Zonal gradients
are estimated by differencing wind stress and dynamic
height over 2.58 of longitude.
Figure 4 shows objectively analyzed vertical sections
of temperature (left column) and salinity (right column)
over the equatorial Indian Ocean for each season.
Above the seasonal thermocline (;200 dbar), a shallow
layer of anomalous temperature and salinity values is
found. This is due to seasonal heating, evaporation, and
in the east, from advection of low salinity waters from
the Bay of Bengal and Indonesian Throughflow. From
708E to the eastern boundary, low salinities and high
temperatures indicate the presence of Bay of Bengal
Water (BBW), which spreads as a thick layer of ;100 dbar
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FIG. 4. (left) Temperature and (right) salinity vertical sections in each season from the objectively
analyzed Argo data.

(You and Tomczak 1993; Tomczak and Godfrey
2003). Below the seasonal thermocline, Indian Central
Water (ICW) and Australasian Mediterranean Water
(AAMW) are found. ICW dominates practically the
whole section with salinities between 35 and 35.2, being

fresher to the east. The AAMW enters from the Indonesian Throughflow as a front into the equatorial area,
with temperatures around 88C and salinities below 35 in
a depth range from ;300 to ;1100 dbar (Tomczak and
Large 1989; You and Tomczak 1993). It is clearly seen in
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the vertical section of salinity that this water mass forms
patches at the depth of ICW in the western side of the
basin. Below the 1500 dbar, Indian Deep Water (IDW)
is observed with salinities around 34.8 (Tomczak and
Godfrey 2003).

3. Results
a. Model
The quasi-steady state of this stationary model is
explored with seasonal data like in Joyce (1988b). As
stated in Eq. (1), a balance is expected between the
meridional pressure gradients and the frictional forces
created by cross-equatorial winds at the equator. To
examine the quasi-stationary state of this balance, the
meridional pressure gradients at the surface relative to
1000-m depth from WOA05 and Argo data, and the
meridional wind stress at each season, are presented in
Fig. 5. This figure shows that the meridional wind stress
is negative (winter monsoon) or positive (transitional
periods and summer monsoon) throughout the basin
with weaker wind stress on the eastern boundary. The
meridional gradient of the dynamic height at the surface
(10 dbar) relative to 1000 dbar roughly follows the pattern of the meridional wind stress. Figure 5 shows a high
mesoscale signal in both databases, more evident in
the Argo data. Although objective analysis reduces the
mesoscale signal, it is still present in the data since the
Indian equator is an energetic area populated by eddies
(Maximenko et al. 2009).
The vertically-integrated version of Eq. (1) is explored in Fig. 6 where different reference pressures are
chosen to integrate the gradient of the dynamic height
and compared to the meridional wind stress. In this
figure, the mesoscale signal is clear in the Argo data
and, to a lesser extent, in the WOA05 data. The winter
monsoon (Figs. 6a1,b1) presents a negative and increasing meridional wind stress from the eastern
boundary to roughly 508E. This pattern observed is the
integrated meridional gradient of the dynamic height,
although a mesoscale signal is clearly seen in the WOA05
and Argo data. At about 508E, there is a change in the
slope of the meridional wind stress that is observed in
the meridional gradient of the dynamic height from the
WOA05 data. This change is also present in the Argo data,
although the presence of the eddy signal makes it difficult
to confirm. For the transitional periods (Figs. 6a2,b2), meridional wind stress is weak from the eastern boundary to
508E, where a stronger positive wind stress is seen. The
integrated meridional gradient of the dynamic height
roughly follows this behavior with a very strong eddy
field in the Argo data. The meridional wind stress of the
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summer monsoon (Figs. 6a3,b3) nearly resembles that of
the winter monsoon but is reversed. On this occasion, the
wind stress is positive and monotonically increasing from
708E to the western boundary. The integrated meridional
gradient of the dynamic height roughly follows this same
pattern. From above, we can assert that the model can be
applied in the equatorial Indian Ocean.
As the model mainly depends on wind stress, the most
plausible source of systematic errors comes from the
chosen wind stress data product. Appendix shows results
from Quick Scatterometer (QuikScat; QS) wind data,
collected from satellite, and compares it with the estimations from NCEP wind product. This comparison
shows that QS wind presents higher volume transports
than NCEP winds for the equatorial Indian Ocean. This
behavior has been previously observed by Goswami and
Sengupta (2003) and Hernández-Guerra et al. (2010).

b. Volume transport
Following Eq. (2), Fig. 7 shows both components of the
wind forcing and the total of the volume transport from
the wind stress curl together with the accumulated volume
transport. Figures 7a1–3 show that the component tyx
fluctuates about zero for the three seasons, just as it does
in the equatorial Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (Joyce
1988a,b). The integrated transport for this component
of the wind stress curl is 0.5 Sv (1 Sv [ 106 m3 s21),
21.1 Sv, and 23.1 Sv for the winter monsoon, transitional periods, and summer monsoon, respectively. It is
worth mentioning that this component of the wind stress
curl changes sign when approaching the western boundary, this is more apparent for the winter and summer
monsoons. Figures 7b1,b3 show that the equatorial 2t xy
component for the winter monsoon has a northward
direction while in the summer monsoon is southward.
The accumulated volume transport for this component
of the wind stress curl in the summer monsoon is larger
(27.2 Sv) than in the winter monsoon (3.0 Sv). The transitional periods have a very weak southward-integrated
volume transport of 21.0 Sv; this transport is located in
the eastern half of the Indian Ocean (Fig. 7b2). The total
wind stress curl integrated westward from the eastern
boundary shows a roughly monotonic increase (absolute
value) during the winter and summer monsoons. Near
the western boundary an inflection of the total volume
transport is observed. For the transitional periods, only
the eastern and western boundaries show a significant
volume transport. To achieve the zero volume fluxes
across the equator, the imbalance that is the total wind
stress curl for each season has to be added to the western
boundary current, the Somali Current. This assumes
that the higher-order dynamics not considered in the
model are found at the western boundary.
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FIG. 5. Meridional wind stress (solid line) and meridional slope of the dynamic height at 10/1000 dbar (dashed line)
from (left) WOA05 and (right) objectively analyzed Argo data in each season at the equator of the Indian Ocean as
a function of longitude. Note that each season has different y scales for the meridional wind stress.
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FIG. 6. Meridional wind stress (solid line) and integrated meridional gradient of the dynamic height at different
reference pressures (dashed lines) along the equatorial Indian Ocean from (a) WOA05 and (b) objectively analyzed
Argo data. Each season has a different y scale and reference pressures.
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FIG. 7. Zonal distribution (bars, scale left) and accumulated volume transport (from the eastern boundary) (solid line, scale right) of
each component of the wind stress curl [(top) tyx r21 b21 , (middle) txy r21 b21 , and (bottom) wind stress curl] and total corresponding to the
(left) winter monsoon, (middle) transitional periods, and (right) summer monsoon.

The unbalanced zonally integrated transport is calculated from WOA05 and from the objectively analyzed
Argo data using the fact that tyz 5 Py . The reference
level 2zr, shown in Fig. 8 is chosenÐ to be the pressure
0
where the volume transport from 2zr Pxy dz matches
that from t yx (z 5 0) at each longitude. Figure 9 shows the
unbalanced zonal integrated vertical profile for the
frictional term determined from the wind, the vertical
profile from the hydrographic data and the total for
the winter monsoon, transitional periods, and summer
monsoon, for WOA05 (Figs. 9b,c) and Argo data (Figs.
9d,e). The frictional term (Figs. 9a) is assumed to have
an exponential decay from the sea surface with an
e-folding distance of 100 dbar as in Joyce (1988a).
During the winter monsoon and transitional periods,
both WOA05 and Argo data show total southward flows
in the surface layer (Figs. 9c1,e1,c2,e2) arising from Pxy
(Figs. 9b1,d1,b2,d2). The transports are higher in the
Argo data. In contrast, the total transport in the surface
layer (also arising from Pxy) for the summer monsoon is
different depending on the hydrographic data used:
southward flow for WOA05 (Fig. 9c3) and northward
flow for Argo data (Fig. 9e3). A plausible explanation

for this result is that the Somali Current is not as strong
in the WOA05 data as it is in the Argo data, as will
be shown in the next subsection. In each season, the
vertical pattern of the total transport from the Argo
data consists of a deep flow opposite to the surface
transport. In contrast, the total transport from WOA05
mainly consists of alternate currents flowing in opposite
directions.

c. Meridional velocities
The zonal structure of the unbalanced meridional
velocities ~y were obtained using Eq. (2) and an unbalanced volume transport is calculated (Fig. 9). Assuming that higher-order dynamics not considered in the
model can be found at the western boundary, the imbalance is added to the western boundary. The imbalance is defined as the negative of the zonal integral of the
flow at each depth interval, starting from the secondmost western longitude (45.758E) and extending to the
eastern boundary (48.258E–93.258E). Then, balanced
transports and velocities are obtained. Figure 10 shows
the balanced meridional velocities (hereafter meridional
velocities) for each season for WOA05 and Argo data
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FIG. 8. Reference pressure per longitude and season that satisfies Eq. (1).

once the imbalance is added to the western boundary.
This method assumes there is no zonally integrated net
flow at each depth in the Indian Ocean: clearly a strong
assumption.
The Monte Carlo method from WOA05 standard error
of the statistical mean gives a maximum velocity uncertainty of ;5 cm s21 in the Somali Current and in the
surface layer. In contrast, the Monte Carlo of Argo bootstrap analysis reveals an uncertainty of ;2 2 3 cm s21 in
the Somali Current and of ;2 cm s21 in the 808E eddy.
The remaining Argo surface velocity uncertainties are in
the range 1–2 cm s21. In the deep layers (.500 dbar),
the range decreases to 0.5–0.9 cm s21 for WOA05 and
to 0.3–0.9 cm s21 for Argo. Overall, the uncertainty
(standard error of the mean) for the WOA05 climatology is higher than the one for the Argo analyses. The
Argo synthetic sections were builtup with more data,
and this decreases the standard error of the mean. Thus,
all balanced velocities shown in Fig. 10 are significantly
different than zero.
At the western boundary, the objectively analyzed
Argo data show stronger Somali Current than the WOA05
data. During the winter monsoon WOA05 and Argo
data present a southward Somali Current that flows
with balanced velocities higher than 20 6 9.6 cm s21
and 30 6 1.8 cm s21, respectively (Figs. 10a1,b1). In
contrast, during the summer monsoon the Somali Current
reverses, flowing northward with velocities higher than
30 6 8.2 cm s21 in WOA05 and 35 6 3.0 cm s21 in Argo

(Figs. 10a3,b3). Leetmaa et al. (1982), using in situ data,
documented this reversing flow between the transitional
period in April and early May and the summer monsoon
during the onset of southerly winds.
The structure of the Somali Current is quite different
for each season and data. WOA05 meridional balanced
velocities in the winter monsoon show a western boundary
current that reaches the 1000 dbar and that can be found
west of 508E (Fig. 10a1). Although the Argo Somali
Current is also west of 508E, it is confined to the upper
200 dbar (Fig. 10b1). Despite this difference the Somali
Current in this season is nearest to the coast (Diansky
et al. 2006) transporting 211.5 6 1.3 Sv (with WOA05
data) and 212.3 6 0.3 Sv (with Argo data).
In the transitional periods there is not a clear western
boundary current (Figs. 10a2,b2). It is, apparently, a
northward transport of a clockwise eddy, in both cases.
If the Somali Current flows in a different direction
during each transitional period, then on average, it could
be expected that the Somali Current is not present in our
transitional periods season composite ‘season’.
During the summer monsoon, balanced meridional
velocities show that Somali Current spreads farther
offshore, being west of ;528E and over the first 200 and
600 dbar in the WOA05 and Argo balanced velocities
respectively (Figs. 10a3,b3). Another difference between the balanced velocities is that on the western
boundary, Argo data indicate a weak countercurrent
that is less than 5 6 0.8 cm s21. The western boundary
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x
FIG. 9. Unbalanced zonally integrated volume transport (Sv) every 50 dbar for (a) 2tyz
, (b) Pxy, and (c) total transport from WOA05, and
from (d),(e) objectively analyzed Argo data for each season.

current in this season flows northward transporting
16.8 6 1.2 Sv using WOA05 and 19.8 6 0.6 Sv using Argo.
Considering the weak countercurrent at ;400 dbar,
the Argo Somali Current transport will decrease to
14.5 6 0.7 Sv.

d. Heat transport
We have used our balanced velocities to estimate
the heat transported by the Indian Ocean across the

equator. In this estimation, we have not taken into account the heat transport deeper than 2000 m.
Table 1 shows the heat transported by the Somali
Current for the WOA05 and Argo data at each season
and the annual. The annual heat transport has been
calculated as the mean of the heat transport for each
season, and its error has been obtained using the law
of propagation of uncertainty. Annual heat transport
presents opposite directions in the Somali Current and
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FIG. 10. Vertical sections of balanced meridional velocity (cm s21) at the equatorial Indian Ocean for (a) WOA05
and (b) objectively analyzed Argo data for each season. Negative velocities are shaded. The isoline interval is 5 to
10 cm s21 and 10 cm s21 thereafter.
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TABLE 1. Heat transport (PW) per season and annual (obtained as the mean of the three seasons) for WOA05 and Argo data from
balanced volume transport to 1500 and 2000 dbar, respectively. The first row shows the heat transport due to the Somali Current, where
the imbalance has been included, while the second row is the ocean interior contribution. The corresponding months for each period are
shown after the period name.
Winter monsoon
Transitional periods
[December–March (DJFM)] [April–November (AMON)]
WOA05
Somali Current
Ocean interior

20.94 6 0.13
10.92 6 0.22

Argo

WOA05

Argo

Summer monsoon
[June–September (JJAS)]
WOA05

Argo

Annual
WOA05

Argo

21.24 6 0.03
—
—
11.60 6 0.11 11.48 6 0.03 10.22 6 0.06 10.08 6 0.01
11.23 6 0.06 10.02 6 0.08 10.01 6 0.13 21.73 6 0.21 21.58 6 0.11 20.26 6 0.13 20.11 6 0.06

the ocean interior. According to the volume transports
in the transitional periods no calculations were made for
the Somali Current, and the whole area is considered as
ocean interior. The transitional periods do not have a
transport significantly different from zero. For both data
the Somali Current and the ocean interior heat transports are higher in the summer monsoon than in winter
monsoon. In the winter monsoon the Somali Current
carries more heat than the ocean interior in both datasets while for the summer monsoon the ocean interior
seems to have higher heat transport than the Somali
Current. Heat transports in Table 1 were obtained based
on the assumption that the zonally integrated flow across
the equator is zero at all depths and that there is no heat
transport below our deepest depths (1500 dbar for
WOA05 and 2000 dbar for Argo).

4. Discussion
A steady-state model proposed by Joyce (1988a) has
been evaluated in the equatorial Indian Ocean using
NCEP wind stress, WOA05, and objectively analyzed
Argo data. The seasonal behavior of the monsoons that
drive the ocean circulation in the Indian Ocean leads us
to consider separately the winter and summer monsoons
and the transitional periods. This model has been used
before to study seasonal data in the Atlantic Ocean
(Joyce 1988b).
In each season, the wind and the dynamic height
present a dynamical balance. As expected, Argo data
clearly show a stronger eddy field than WOA05 data. A
high mesoscale signal in the meridional component of
the velocity in the equatorial Indian Ocean at 70.28 and
80.58E is clearly seen from current meters and ADCP
data shown in McPhaden (1982) and Reppin et al.
(1999), respectively. Meridional velocity reversals from
positive to negative are shown in these studies with a
much shorter time scale than the zonal velocity. This
high mesoscale signal is present in our Argo meridional
velocities.
A reversal of the Somali Current between each
monsoon has been found. This behavior has been

widely reported as seen in Duing et al. (1980), Leetmaa
et al. (1980), Luyten et al. (1980), Quadfasel and Schott
(1982), Leetmaa et al. (1982), Schott (1986), Schott et al.
(1990), and Donguy and Meyers (1995). The balanced
meridional velocities in the Somali Current are higher
during the summer monsoon than the winter monsoon
in both datasets, previously reported by Schott et al.
(1990). In the winter monsoon the Somali Current is
nearer to the coast (Diansky et al. 2006). Argo winter
monsoon Somali Current structure fits better with previous studies. Those studies suggest that the Somali
Current is shallower than 300 dbar (Schott et al. 1990;
Schott and McCreary 2001; Swallow et al. 1991). The
deepening of Argo summer monsoon Somali Current
has been observed also in Schott et al. (1990). In contrast
to what Schott et al. (1990) found, our results do not
show any serious countercurrent, some reversal can
be seen, but its velocity is always below the absolute
7 cm s21.
The balanced volume transports for the Somali
Current in the winter monsoon are 211.5 6 1.3 Sv
(WOA05) and 212.3 6 0.3 Sv (Argo), this transport
agrees with the 11–12 Sv flowing southward that
Donguy and Meyers (1995) found at 108N in the upper
400 dbar in the months of January and February. In
contrast, Schott et al. (1990) found 21.1 Sv in the winter
monsoon. This discrepancy is explained by the different
offshore measurements of the Somali Current, our first
longitude is ;44.58E, while Schott et al. (1990) mooring
array was farther west, between the coast and ;44.58E,
obtaining in consequence data that reaches shallower
depths.
The Somali Current balanced volume transport in the
summer monsoon is of 16.8 6 1.2 Sv and 19.8 6 0.6 Sv in
WOA05 and Argo, respectively. This results are close to
the previously published results for this season: 21.1 Sv
(Schott et al. 1990), 19.8 6 4.8 Sv (Swallow et al. 1991),
and 21–24 Sv (Donguy and Meyers 1995).
In contrast, a lack of in situ studies on the eastern
boundary exists at the equator. In Quadfasel and
Cresswell (1992) is established that the eastern boundary current flows southeastward throughout the year.
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FIG. 11. Vertical structure of the volume transport for the ocean interior for (a1) WOA05 and (a2) Argo at each
season, and the integrated, from the bottom, volume transport for (b1) WOA05 and (b2) Argo at each season.

This is year-round character is also described in Sprintall
et al. (2010) farther south. Eastern boundary currents
are difficult to discern as they carry a small transport
and their low signal is mixed with mesoscale eddies

(Sprintall et al. 1999; Hernández-Guerra et al. 2005).
This is the case for Argo data where a high mesoscale
activity is observed making the end boundary of the
eastern current hardly to distinguish in the vertical
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FIG. 12. Vertical structure of the (a1) annual volume transport for each dataset and (a2) the integrated, from the
bottom, annual volume transport for each dataset. (bottom) (b1) The annual volume transport in the Arabian Sea for
each dataset and (b2) the annual volume transport for the Bay of Bengal. WOA05 is shown with solid lines and Argo
with dashed lines.

section of meridional velocity. WOA05 data show a
southeastward eastern boundary current in all seasons as
previously reported. In the winter monsoon and transitional periods the current carries respectively, 21.5 6
0.8 Sv and 26.1 6 0.8 Sv, in the first 700 dbar from
88.258E to the eastern coast. In the summer monsoon the
eastern boundary current transports 210.7 6 0.8 Sv in
the upper 500 dbar. Fieux et al. (1996), Meyers (1996),

and Sprintall et al. (2010) estimated a maximum transport in the summer monsoon near Java.
In Fig. 11a, the vertical structure of the interior ocean
for each season is shown for WOA05 (Fig. 11a1) and
Argo (Fig. 11a2). In both datasets a reversal of the
surface flow between monsoons is observable. In the
transitional periods positive volume transports are found
in the upper ;800 dbar and negative volume transports
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TABLE 2. Volume transport (Sv) for each component of the unbalanced wind stress corresponding to the Somali Current and Ocean
Interior per season and the annual mean volume transport. Here, tyx , 2txy and tyx 2 txy are divided by r0b as in Eq. (2).
Winter monsoon
(DJFM)

Somali Current (Sv)
Ocean interior (Sv)

tyx

2tyx

tyx

2 tyx

20.73
1.23

0.26
2.79

20.47
4.03

Transitional periods
(AMON)
tyx

2t xy

20.48
20.59

0.00
21.06

below them. Integrating these transports from our bottom (1500 dbar for WOA05 and 2000 dbar for Argo)
to the surface (Figs. 11b1,b2) a closed cell appears in
both the transitional periods and in the WOA05 winter
monsoon. Those cells present a maximum volume
transport of 5.0 6 0.6 Sv (at 750 dbar), 15.0 6 0.5 Sv
(at 780 dbar) and 28.4 6 0.5 Sv (at 1010 dbar) for the
WOA05 and Argo transitional periods and for the
WOA05 winter monsoon, respectively. Our results show
that in the WOA05 transitional composite season, where
no Somali Current is obtained, the meridional overturning circulation cell is much shallower than the one
observed for the WOA05 winter monsoon. Although
we are not considering the western boundary in those
calculations because we have assumed balanced transports, it seems that during the monsoons, the meridional
overturning circulation might be much deeper than in
the transitional periods.
The ocean interior annual volume transport (obtained
as the mean of the three seasons) and the integrated
annual volume transport is showed in Fig. 12a. In this
figure we can see that when the monsoons are added
to the integrated volume transport calculations WOA05
presents two overturning cells, one shallow 260 dbar
(1.2 6 1.6 Sv), and one deep 1020 dbar (21.7 6 0.9 Sv)
while Argo only show one at 800 dbar (3.7 6 0.9 Sv).
McDonagh et al. (2008) states that the estimated strength
of the meridional overturning circulation at 328S has
varied from 2 to 27 Sv in the estimated depths of 1400
and 3700 m. Our results agree with the meridional
overturning circulation transports of 3.5 Sv obtained
by Fu (1986) and 8.8 6 4 Sv by Sultan et al. (2007) from
inverse models carried out in the southern Indian
Ocean. In contrast, our results are smaller than those
found by Ganachaud et al. (2000) and Robbins and
Toole (1997) at 328S.
We have computed our annual vertical structure of
volume transport for the Arabian Sea (48.258–788E) and
for the Bay of Bengal (788–93.258E) (Fig. 12b). Those
structures look quite similar to the upper depths of ones
obtained by Shi et al. (2002). In the Arabian Sea, Shi
et al. (2002) found a subsurface positive transport maximum that decreases to zero at ;800–900 m. Below that

tyx

2 tyx

20.48
21.65

Summer monsoon
(JJAS)
tyx

2tyx

0.18
23.30

0.34
26.88

tyx

2 t yx

0.52
210.18

Annual
t yx

2tyx

t yx 2 tyx

20.34
20.89

0.20
21.72

20.14
22.61

depth the transport turns into negative until the ;2000 m.
The subsurface maximum can be found in both WOA05
and Argo, but while Argo transport below it resembles
that of Shi et al. (2002), WOA05 is positive from ;200 to
;800 dbar (Fig. 12b1). Shi et al. (2002) Bay of Bengal
profile is negative over the ;600 m with a peak at
;100 m. Below the 600 m the transport becomes positive until the ;2800 m. Although both WOA05 and
Argo shows the same surface peak, Argo volume transport profile for the Bay of Bengal presents a better match
with the one of Shi et al. (2002) (Fig. 12b2).
To the extent that our results in volume transport
agree with previous independent studies, we can further
estimate the heat transport across the equatorial Indian
Ocean to 2000 dbars (1500 dbar in the case of WOA05)
using the balanced transport. As demonstrated by Warren
(1999) heat transport can only be unambiguously given
in PW if the mass is balanced. This is not our case, because we have only mass balanced to 1500 or 2000 dbar
depending on the data used. Anyway, we have kept the
PW as unit of heat flux. The seasonal heat transport of
the ocean interior resembles the cross-equatorial heat
transport presented by Loschnigg and Webster (2000)
from an Indian Ocean model driven with daily wind
stress. The ocean interior annual heat transports (obtained as the mean of the three seasons) are 20.26 6
0.13 PW (WOA05) and 20.11 6 0.06 PW (Argo) to
the south. Several authors have estimated different
mean annual heat transports. Hastenrath (1982), Hsiung
(1985), and Hastenrath and Greischar (1993) used atmospheric flux determinations to estimate a southward
heat transport at the equatorial Indian Ocean in the
range 20.4 to 20.8 PW. From models, Wacongne and
Pacanowski (1996) and Garternicht and Schott (1997)
have estimated annual heat transports of between 20.1
and 20.2 PW to the south. If we consider that the volume transport below 2000 dbar is to the north in the
Indian Ocean as seen by Ganachaud and Wunsch
(2000), our estimate of heat transport would decrease.
Godfrey et al. (2001) and Godfrey et al. (2007) have
also estimated the meridional volume and heat flux in
the equatorial Indian Ocean. In these studies, they have
neglected the meridional component of the wind stress.
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TABLE 3. Heat flux (PW) for the Somali Current and Ocean Interior as obtained using data once balanced from Table 2 and temperature
data from Argo to 2000 dbar.
Winter monsoon
(DJFM)
Present
Work
Somali Current (PW) 21.24 6 0.03
Ocean interior (PW) 11.23 6 0.06

Transitional periods
(AMON)

Summer monsoon
(JJAS)

Annual

Godfrey
et al. (2001)

Present
Work

Godfrey
et al. (2001)

Present
Work

Godfrey
et al. (2001)

Present
Work

Godfrey
et al. (2001)

20.20
10.20

—
10.01 6 0.13

—
20.00

11.48 6 0.03
21.58 6 0.11

10.46
20.49

10.08 6 0.01
20.11 6 0.06

10.09
20.10

We have carried out an analysis of the volume transport
of each component of Eq. (2) to assess their relative
weight as shown in Table 2. The transport associated
with the component t yx , ignored by Godfrey et al. (2001),
is about half of the transport associated with t xy for the
ocean interior. We have further analyzed the difference
between our results and Godfrey et al. (2001) results
considering heat flux. As seen in Table 3, the Somali
Current and the ocean interior heat fluxes have the same
direction using Joyce (1988a) and Godfrey et al. (2001)
models. However, our results show a higher heat transport in each season resulting in a stronger seasonal
variation. The annual heat transport from both models
presents similar heat transport for the Somali Current
and for the ocean interior.
To conclude, the model can be used with seasonal data
to study meridional velocities in the equatorial Indian
Ocean monsoon regime. Model results fit with in situ
measurements made around the region, although Argo
data results are quite more realistic than WOA05 data
results.
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APPENDIX
Wind Products
As the model mainly depends on wind stress, the most
plausible source of systematic errors comes from the
chosen wind stress data product. To explore this, QS
winds collected from satellite were used too. NCEP
meridional velocities in the Somali Current region were
0.2–1.8 m s21 times bigger than the QS winds for the
winter monsoon and transitional periods respectively.
In contrast for summer monsoon, in the same region,
NCEP winds were 0.2 m s21 weaker than QS winds.
Goswami and Sengupta (2003) found a similar behavior,
1–1.5 m s21 stronger NCEP than QS during the winter
monsoon and 1–2 m s21 weaker NCEP than QS during
the summer monsoon. Differences between our values
and Goswami and Sengupta (2003)’s are consequences
of the different period used as they only uses years
2000/01. The differences between QS and NCEP zonal
mean of U and V agrees with Goswami and Sengupta
(2003) in that the whole equatorial area presents
weaker NCEP than QS in the winter (U QS2NCEP 5
1:97 m s21 , V QS2NCEP 5 0:06 m s21 ) and summer monsoon (U QS2NCEP 5 0:35 m s21 , V QS2NCEP 5 0:02 m s21 ).
These differences are translated afterward into the following accumulated wind stress curl volume transport
for the NCEP (QS) 3.5 Sv (38.9 Sv), 22.1 Sv (212.8 Sv),
and 210.3 Sv (238.8 Sv) for the winter monsoon,
transitional periods, and summer monsoon, respectively.
NCEP and QuikScat volume transports of the wind
stress curl present similar behavior: northward flow
during the winter monsoon, negative during the transitional periods and summer monsoon, with the volume
transport in the transitional periods being lower than
in the monsoons. Different results using various wind
data products have been previously documented by
Schott and McCreary (2001). Higher estimates of Ekman
transport from satellite data were also obtained by
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Hernández-Guerra et al. (2010) when compared with
NCEP data and results from an inverse model. Goswami
and Sengupta (2003) attributes the differences to the
precipitation analysis used in each database because
Chiang et al. (2001) establishes that winds in the equatorial Indian Ocean are driven primarily by the elevated
heating associated with tropical rainfall.
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